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Abstract
People hold large amounts of personal content on their computers. This digital content
takes the form of videos such as family events, photographs from vacations, instant message chat
logs and voice over internet protocol audio chat logs just to name a few. This personal digital
content can function as a chronicle of one’s life. It allows people to also look back and reminisce
about past events. However, audio logs are not ideal. One is restricted by the amount of time
available to listen to the logs. Visualizing audio conversations, though, can enable one to use
audio logs to a greater magnitude. Here we discuss how visualizing audio content from remote
conversations can be used as an artifact of the conversation and have uses in archival as well. We
created a system to study how users react to visualizing audio for these purposes and discuss the
results of those studies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“Written words are residue. Oral tradition has no such residue or deposit.” - Walter Ong [26]
Computers are becoming more and more essential in people’s everyday lives. People rely
on computers for their ability to store, organize, and provide information. Those who make home
movies can store these movies on their computers. With digital cameras becoming so affordable
for so many, people’s photo collections are increasing in size rapidly. Instant messaging has been
popular for some time now. People have gotten into the habit of logging their chats for future
reference. Also with more storage space, numerous people no longer delete emails. All of these
different forms of content hold information about the owner, where the owner has been, who the
owner knows, what the owner was doing, etc. In other words, these forms of content are like a
storybook of the owner’s life.
These forms can be described as personal digital content. These pieces of information are
about or taken by a user. They are stored digitally. Lastly, they contain meaning inside of them,
they hold some sort of content, whether it is simply text from and instant message chat or
information stored about individual pixels in an image, putting the text or the pixels together
create something of substance for the user. It is very possible that the user does not touch
individual pieces of personal digital content for long periods of time, but it is also very possible
that, even so, one would not dare to part with that data.
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As mentioned above, these pieces of personal digital content form a storybook of one’s
life. From the videos and pictures taken and the chats had over one’s instant messaging client, one
is able to create an archive of sorts. If one wanted to recall what the speech was about at one’s
graduation, a video could remedy that. In the case that a person wanted to recall the details of an
historic building from one’s last vacation, a digital photograph could fix that. If two friends
decide that they wanted to meet for coffee over instant message, one could easily look up the time
and place by checking the chat log. If the conversation was done over email, all one has to do is
find the email in question.
Personal digital content provides more than function though. It allows people to
reminisce. It gives users tools to reflect. These are artifacts of one’s life. Old friendships can be
rediscovered by looking though any of these forms of personal digital content. Memories about
one’s favorite pastimes could be revived from these forms as well. This storybook, composed of
all of these different forms, holds information near and dear to their owner.
There is another form of content that we have not discussed yet. Programs like Skype
[39] not only offer the functionality of instant messaging but they also offer the functionality to
hold voice chats over the internet. This procedure is called Voice over Internet Protocol (which
will be referred to as VoIP from here on). With VoIP, users are no longer restricted to text chats;
users can use their voice. Text has to be read for it to be understood. Without reading the text, the
information that is contained in the text remains unknown to others. Sound, however, can be
perceived from every direction at once. Even if something is happening behind a person, through
the sense of hearing, that person does not have to turn around to know there is something going
on.
Oral communication also allows for auditory nuances to be picked up. For example,
sarcasm is sometimes misinterpreted in text chats because it is not clear that sarcasm is in fact
being used. However, sarcasm can appear more evident when used orally. It is the tone of one’s
voice that gets this message across, not the actual words themselves. To speak without tone is
2

generally considered unusual. This additional factor makes oral communication a fascinating one.
As hard drives become cheaper, allowing users to have more storage space available, the idea of
logging numerous audio files is no longer an absurd notion. This allows one’s voice chats to
become part of one’s collection of personal digital content.
Very few people ever go back and listen to old conversations though. The act of listening
to some set of audio looking for some piece of information can be a daunting one, especially with
numerous conversations logged or if the few conversations that have been logged are very long.
In either case, the user may have to spend a large amount of time listening to the audio files if
they are looking to find out what time one is supposed to meet a friend for coffee. With instant
message chat logs, one can employ some find functionality built into the software being used to
view the chat. Oral communication offers the advantages of providing more information, tone of
voice for example, but its uses for archival is limited by the amount of time the user has to spend
listening to these files. How can we make the oral conversation archive more functional for the
user? Human beings are extremely skilled at using and understanding social cues [7] [12] [13]. Is
there a way we can integrate the information and the social cues from an oral conversation
together in an easily usable and functional way?
One way of doing this is to visualize this information so the user is not solely reliant on
one’s sense of hearing. While orality does have its benefits, literacy opens new possibilities
unimaginable without writing [26]. However, this does not simply mean that we transcribe the
oral conversation. Using abstract visualizations we can sometimes see information that is
invisible in its textual representation [7].
Throughout the years many attempts have been made to create computer systems that
mimic face to face conversations. That is not our goal with our work. With all the capabilities that
computers have, we are attempting to make a system that goes beyond face to face interaction, as
encouraged by Hollan and Stornetta [16]. Face to face conversations generally are not logged.
Once the sound has dissipated, that is it, the sound is gone. If the VoIP conversation is not logged,
3

then once that conversation has ended, it only exists as long as the conversation’s participants can
remember it existed. Our system attempts to go beyond being there [16] by creating images of
conversations.
With an image of one’s conversation, an oral conversation’s ability to be archived and be
used as an artifact changes. If this image contained keywords from the conversation then it is
possible that one could use the keywords to figure which conversation was about which topics.
Then, if one needed more information, one would be able to tell which audio file to look up
because by simply looking at this image, one was able to get all of this information. With the
images of the visualization being used in this manner, the oral conversation has just gotten higher
usability as an archival tool.
Other images may hold information about the social cues used during a conversation. It is
possible that by simply looking at an image, one can understand the overall feeling of the
conversation. Was it a happy one, a sad one, an argument? If pitch, volume, conversation
dominance, turn-taking, and other nuances of conversation were visualized in this image, it is not
unthinkable to see that the tone of a conversation can be surmised without having to listen to the
audio file. Furthermore, by being able to gather this information, memories can be evoked. Just
like looking at a photograph, images from the visualizations hold an artifact like quality.
In this paper, we will discuss the beginnings of not only VoIP, but the beginnings of
orality and its transformation from the primary form of information passing to a secondary form.
We also will perform an investigation into other works that have visualized personal digital
content or social cues. From this area, we will move on to the theory behind using personal digital
content for archival and its uses as an artifact. We will discuss what visual information means to
people; how people define themselves by visual information? That is, not only do people use
visual information to reflect on themselves and their own lives, but people also use this
information as a face, to allow others to reflect on them. This can be learned from how people
display various forms of visual information.
4

Beyond this section we describe the system, which we have named VoiceSpace, we have
created to visualize one’s oral conversation for the sake of archival and its use as an artifact. It
visualizes, not only content, the words being used in the conversation, but it also visualizes other
conversational nuances as well. The ideas behind the visualizations, the iteration of the design
and the implementation are all described. Then we detail and examine the user study that was
conducted to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the VoiceSpace system. We will determine
whether or not VoiceSpace can effectively work as a tool for increasing the usability of oral
communication for archival and creating artifacts. Finally, we conclude with a short discussion of
our results and areas for future work and improvements.
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Chapter 2

Background

“Conversation is more than simply an intellectual endeavor: it is a fundamentally social process.”
- Erickson and Kellogg [13]

2.1 Evolution of Cognition
For thousands of years, the only form of communication between people was based on
vocal communication. Writing, the concept of writing, had not been invented. In Orality and
Literacy [26], Ong does an in depth study on how writing changed everything. In his study, Ong
asks the reader to try and think of a world where no one has ever looked anything up. It is hard to
imagine such a time, but Ong describes how primarily oral cultures experience this even in the
current day.
Going back in time, Homer, for example, is said to have memorized the Iliad and the
Odyssey. He is said to have repeated his stories many times and after years, after writing had
been created, those stories were written down. However, memorization, as we know it, did not
exist. Ong found that redundancy was very important when it came to thought and speech in these
cultures. When thoughts were repeated they became more known to the speaker. Since there is
nothing written to help the speaker stay on the train of thought, one continually has to back track,
has to repeat what was said to make sure that what is to come next makes sense. This also means
that the more time the speaker has to let something sink in, the better.
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For this reason, any analysis was found to be a very risky procedure in primarily oral
cultures. If there was no way to keep track of one’s thought processes, where one has been and
where the thoughts are leading, it is highly unlikely that this process will be able to be repeated.
Many times complex questions require complex answers. Without writing, without being able to
keep track of one’s thoughts, the questions were left unanswered.
Writing, however, even just a small amount, changes the thought process in tremendous
ways. In a study, performed by Aleksandr Luria [19], he asked people in a primarily oral culture
to describe the geometric shape that was drawn for them. The people in these cultures tend to
refer to the shapes as what the shapes might represent in the real world. If the shape was a circle,
the participants called it a plate or a bucket. However, the participants that had been exposed to
literacy thought in a different way. These participants found it easy to refer to the shape as a
circle. With literacy, people gain the ability to abstract concepts from their situational existence.
People were no longer constrained to their direct experiences.
What writing was to cultures a few thousand years ago, Ong [26] compares to what
computers do for the world now. Instead of relying on books and chirography, people rely on the
internet and typography. Computers are changing people’s view of the world in which we live.
People are becoming ever more connected and reliant on this technology.
Before writing, people were only able to speak to people who were co-located. Then after
writing was created, people started to write letters and journals. Books started to become popular.
Now, the transfer of information was dependent on the transportation technology of the time. The
speed of one’s horses and messengers created a bottleneck. Thousands of years later the telegraph
and telephone were invented. Now, with the internet, a network that spans the entire globe,
conversation can be held by any two people anywhere in the world.
Communication through computers can also help alleviate extra analytical efforts that
one makes when using this medium. The computer can record conversations; one is no longer
required to remember everything that was said. The computer can transcribe audio allowing one
7

to be able to use one’s ears and eyes to understand what is happening. Ong described how writing,
the alphabet as we know it, has no meaning unless we give it meaning. A symbol could mean
nothing if the viewer does not recognize it or understand it.
There are those, however, that do not agree that the use of writing improves thinking.
One of the most famous people who believed this is Plato. He discusses his distaste of writing in
Phaedrus [29]. In Phaedrus, Plato dramatizes a meeting between Socrates, one of Plato’s students
and Phaedrus, the one that provokes Socrates. In this dialogue, Socrates explains to Phaedrus that
writing does not let people think for themselves. Writing gives people opportunities to forget
because people do not have to remember. According to the dialogue, one’s memory will not be
exercised, leaving people unable to remember. Writing only has the ability to allow people to
remind themselves of a topic. Socrates’ point ends with him saying that people will not learn if
writing is used to teach, they will only think they have learned when in fact they do not know
anything since they cannot remember the knowledge without the assistance of written texts.

Figure 2.1: The left image shows as example of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics [11]. The
right image is an example of Japanese calligraphy [23].
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The alphabet was created with the tools at hand at the time. Some used an elementary
chisel and a rock to write. As time went on, writing went from a pictographic nature to a syllabic
one. Hieroglyphics, Kanji, Morse code, smoke signals, are all various forms of language that
were, and in some cases still are, employed by people. Now, language sits in its current form as
an alphabet or syllabary depending on the culture. Writing tools have evolved just as chirography
has. Computers can take this evolution further. What new meanings and abstractions can we
develop for and from sound?

2.2 Conversation
Conversations contain many cues for the participants to analyze and understand. There
are aspects that people do not even think about because it is so ingrained into people’s minds.
Society has coached us since birth about the ways to converse with others. Some of these aspects
are backchannels, turn-taking, interruption, dominance, silence, mimicry, and flow [2]. In fact,
only 7% of face to face conversation is actually words [21]. The rest of the 93% is associated
with tone and body language. Below, Table 2.1 shows the division of how information is

Non-Verbal

Verbal

communicated [33].
Vocal

Non-Vocal

Spoken Language

Written Language
Sign Language
Whistle/Drum Language
Morse Code

Paralinguistic and prosodic features
Laughter

Silence
Kinesics
Proxemics
Eye behavior
Pictures and Cartoons

Table 2.1: This table describes the divisions of how information is communicated based
on whether it employs words (verbal/non-verbal) versus whether it uses voice channels
(vocal/non-vocal).
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A study by Lynn Cherney [4] suggests that people modify their behavior to work with the
affordances of the medium. Her study involved Multi-User Dungeons (or MUDS). People enter a
virtual world based on text. There can be objects in the room and the people can interact with
them also through text. Cherney found that even without being able to see one another, MUD
users found ways to incorporate some conversation cues. There was evidence of backchannels
and turn-taking. Interruption was also utilized in these MUD conversations. In text form,
interjections like “aha” or “right” were used to show that one was still present and paying
attention. Interjections like “well” were used to show that one wanted to take a turn. It was a light
interruption so another could speak. These are all text based forms of conforming to the medium.
With audio, one can also add pitch and volume into the mix. Now, with audio, the user has more
ways of expressing oneself.
There are many components to communication however. The components are best
summarized in the work by Saville-Troike [33]. In this work, the author describes the eleven
components of communication:
1. Genre – Describes what form the information that is being told has, for example, a
joke, story, or a lecture
2. Topic – Describes the subject matter of the communication
3. Purpose – Describes the goals of the individuals involved in the communication
4. Setting – Describes the time and location the communication is taking place
5. Key – Describes the tone of the event, for example, sarcastic or serious
6. Participants – Describes who is involved
7. Message form – Describes how the information is being expressed, this includes both
verbal and non-verbal forms of communication
8. Message content – Describes the information being expressed
9. Act Sequence – Describes the way the individuals participate, this area includes
nuances such as turn-taking and backchannels
10. Rules for interaction – Describes how the participants are interacting
11. Norms of interpretation – Describes the basic information that the participants share
which allows information such as references to be understood.
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By understanding how communication works, what makes up communication and the
ways the information is transmitted we begin to see how we can take conversation and move it to
online space. We want to enable users to still be able to comprehend all eleven components of
conversation. We want to make available many of the parts in the divisions of how information is
communicated. Doing this will allow us to attempt going beyond being there, as suggested by
Hollan and Stornetta [16].

2.3 VoIP
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is the term that refers to using the internet to transfer
audio signals to remote spaces. For VoIP to work the audio analog signal is taken from the
microphone and it is digitized. The digital signal is sent over the network in packets and then
recompiled at the other location. VoIP has been talked about for years but the first commercial
VoIP software was released in 1995 by Vocaltec [10]. While it took a few years for VoIP to catch
on, its popularity seems to be increasing exponentially. Two of the numerous reasons that VoIP
has become popular are the cost reduction and the simplicity. Costs are reduced because VoIP
needs less infrastructure hardware to work and does not need any of the traditional circuitswitching networks. The simplicity comes from the fact that no additional equipment is needed
than one traditionally needs to connect to the internet. With services like Skype available, VoIP is
now available in many places around the world.

2.4 Related Work
We divide the related work section into two parts. First we discuss works that involve
visualizing aspects of conversation, such as volume, interaction, and backchannels. These
components sometimes go unnoticed in conversation. The works described below make an effort
to bring these aspects to the forefront. Then we go on to discuss works related to the actual
content held in audio and various works related to content extraction in general.
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2.4.1 Conversation Nuances
Researchers have been exploring visualizing different aspects of conversation in different
ways for some time. One of the first projects that visualized the audio space of a conversation was
the Somewire [38] project by Singer et al. Part of this project was Vizwire. The authors created a
graphical interface for users to interact. The space was divided into active and inactive members
in the conversation. While the local user was represented in a fixed location, the remote users are
all represented by icons that could be dragged around. As a remote user’s icon moves around the
Vizwire space, the audio channel is affected accordingly. That is, the volume is determined based
on the distance between the remote user’s and local user’s icons. If the icons were far apart, then
the volume between those two users would be very small. With the draggable icons, users were
able to mix and mingle as they pleased.
For the most part, users were very pleased with the Somewire system. Some users,
however, did mention that they felt the system intruded on their privacy. One very interesting
result that was found out from the surveys conducted after the study was that users did not want
to give up screen real estate for a system that functioned, in their eyes, like a telephone. In fact,
Singer et al. concluded at the end of their study that graphical interfaces were not a good choice
for audio spaces. This early conclusion did not deter others from exploring this path.
Talking in Circles [31] is a project that further explored this idea. In this project, users in
the audio space were all represented abstractly as circles. The circles are colored differently and a
user’s name also appears under one’s own circle. This helps people identify who is who in the
audio space. Without this graphical representation, voices would be seemingly disembodied.
When a user speaks, a brighter circle appears in the center of the user’s main circle. The brighter
inner circles then become representational of the volume of the speaker. With this system, users
can start to associate voices with names since the interface gives feedback when users speak.
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Figure 2.2: This is a screenshot from the Talking in Circles project [31]. People can draw
in the circles. Notice the bright orange and blue circles. This signifies that those users are
speaking.

Each user could only hear the speech of others within a radius of one’s circle diameter
times five of one’s own circle. The volume of users within 1.5 diameters was heard normally,
however, beyond that range the volume would fade until one was five diameters away from the
other user and no sound could be heard. This allowed users to not only communicate in small
groups, but it allowed users to benefit from the effects of participating in one conversation, but is
still able to be aware of the other conversations happening around the space. To be able to create
these subgroups users of this system also had the ability to move their circle around the virtual
space. This movement in the space, the movement of one’s circle or the growing and shrinking of
one’s inner circle gave the space the appearance of being alive [9]. These movements all have
meanings associated with them and with that, the visualization becomes the living embodiment of
the interaction that is occurring in the space.
In the Babble [12] project, the creators try to further the notion of creating a space that
allowed the idea of visualizing social cues to flow through. Erickson et al. visualized the
conversation space as a circle. Each person was represented by a smaller circle. The more one
13

participated in the conversation, the closer to the center of the larger circle one’s smaller circle
moved. Through this interface, users were able to gather information on participation, presence,
and lurkers. The Babble system is intended to be used in group conversations, to give people in a
semi-private online space cues about their interaction.
Later, Karahalios and Donath wanted to create usable and sociable connected spaces with
their Telemurals project [17]. Telemurals connected two remote spaces through audio and video
channels. However, it was different from Vizwire and Talking in Circles in that the connection
was always there between these two physical locations. If no one was around, the connection was
still there.
Each space was able to capture audio and video. The video of both spaces were blended
together and projected onto a wall in both spaces. However the video was not simply regular
video. The video was analyzed in real time to find people. If there were no people in the video,
nothing was rendered by the projector. When a person first comes into the video, only the
silhouette of the person is drawn. Details of the person are filled in as the user speaks and moves
closer to the camera. The system also did speech recognition on the audio and rendered the
recognized words on the display as well. While the speech recognition was not perfect, it seemed
to be a source for comic relief between the spaces.
This system encouraged people to interact with one another from these remote spaces. If
one wanted to know more about the other space, one had to speak with them. However, if a
person was worried about privacy, one could simply interact less and therefore, their image
remained a silhouette. Once a person felt more comfortable with the system and the users on the
other side, one could feel free to interact more with the system and the users in the remote space.
Other pieces that worked with speech recognition and audio visualization were Hidden
Worlds and RE:MARK [18]. These pieces were meant to be artistic pieces that answered the
question “if we could see our speech, what might it look like”. The first visualization, Hidden
Worlds, utilized 3D glasses. With these glasses, a user’s speech would be turned into abstract
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shapes and clouds, projected in front of the users. It enabled co-located users to see each others’
speech. The shadows of these animated graphics would be projected onto a table that the users
were seated around. With this, people without the 3D glasses were also able to witness the
speaker’s voice in a visual form.
In RE:MARK, recognized phonemes are displayed on a wall. If the system is unable to
recognize a phoneme in the audio signal, then the sound is represented on the screen as an
abstract shape. These symbols and characters begin around the area where the user is standing,
and then start to move away from the user, to give the idea of sound dissipating outwards through
space.
Visiphone [8] is another project that connected two remote spaces through a persistent
connection. That is, the connection was always there. In Visiphone, the two spaces were
connected only through audio, however. The purpose of this project was to allow people in
remote spaces to interact casually instead of having to dedicate all of one’s attention on a
discussion for a certain period of time. This persistent connection creates an opportunity for
conversations to ebb and flow naturally as the users go about their daily business.
Visiphone worked by visualizing the audio in a way to reinforce the audio space. The
visualization appeared on a dome that was set atop a pedestal with a projector inside. The
visualization was projected onto this dome. Each end of the conversation was given a color and
the audio was represented as circles. The circle size would be dependent on the volume from that
end of the conversation. If both ends of the connection spoke at the same time, the circles would
be placed on top of one another with the smaller of the two circles on top. Each circle represented
a block of time and would appear at the top center of the dome display. As time went on the circle
would spiral outwards and eventually would not be seen any longer. This gave users a short
history of the interaction between the spaces.
One project that focused on visualizing audio for people in the same space was
Conversation Clock [1] [2]. Conversation Clock represented each user by different colored tick
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marks. The tick marks would appear around a circle. The location around the circle of the tick
mark is determined by the number of seconds into the current minute the audio sample was taken.
The size of the tick mark was determined by the volume of the audio from that user. Tick marks
would appear on top of one another from largest to smallest, if people spoke at the same time.
After a minute was over, the history would shrink towards the center of the screen, creating room
for the new minute of conversation.

Figure 2.3: This is a screenshot from the Conversation Clock. Four users are involved in
this conversation. Each color in the visualization represents a different person.

This visualization allowed users in a co-located group to visualize the dynamics of the
conversation using a shared display. One could see who was not talking or if one was talking too
much. One could “see” oral backchannels as they would be reinforced by the visualization. By
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the display being shared, it was guaranteed that the users were seeing the exact same thing. These
are just a few of the aspects reflected by the Conversation Clock.

2.4.2 Content
While this next project does not involve audio, it does involved content extraction.
Themail [44] by Viegas et al. visualizes important words used in emails between a user and one
of the user’s email contacts. The words are displayed monthly, with words used more globally
represented in a yearly sense. That is, there is a timeline displayed for a user and one’s contact.
The monthly words, the words that appeared numerous times over a certain month, appear in a
column at that month. The yearly words appear fainter, but larger behind the monthly words.
Words are chosen by their distinctiveness and by the number of times they are repeated.

Figure 2.4: This is a screenshot of Themail [44] showing the content from eighteen
months of email history.

By displaying these words, Viegas et al. have created a richly textured view of one’s
interaction with a contact over time. With this system, users were able to see how interaction with
a contact morphed and molded over time. Users felt like Themail had a photo album like quality
since it enabled users to view the history of their interactions.
Viegas et al. also developed and deployed a website to allow anyone with the data to
create meaningful visualizations. This website is called Many Eyes [20] [43]. There are numerous
visualizations that one can use on this website. The purpose of creating this site is to support and
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promote collaboration through a “social style of data analysis”. There are currently four different
visualization types for text analysis. The first type creates a Word Tree [45]. The visualization
needs text to base information from. With this text, one can choose a keyword or phrase to see
what phrases or sentences start with the keyword. A tree is built from the left to right displaying
the results. There is Wordle, which is a tagcloud where the words are placed in varying orders
and locations based on some input parameters. Then the creators offer a more basic tagcloud, in
which words appear in alphabetical order. Finally, the creators have Phrase Net which creates a
network graph of sorts based off of a set of rules that the user can define.

Figure 2.5: This is an image created by Wordle[20] [43]. The text used to create this
image is from the abstract of this thesis.

The work TextArc [27] is another example of a work that involved text analysis. In this
work, the creator tries to organize the information from a text in a way that allows the user to get
a sense of what is happening in the text. The words are organized by frequency and distribution.
When looking at text analysis, we also took at look at WordNet [14] [46]. WordNet is a lexical
database for the English language. Words are grouped into sets in which the sets express various
concepts. We also looked at Salton’s TFIDF algorithm [34] when we were trying to figure out
what the best way was to analyze the content of the conversations.
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Chapter 3

Theory
“As social creatures, we are immersed in a sea of social information. We have evolved an
exquisite sensitivity to the actions and interactions of others” - Erickson and Kellogg [13]

3.1 Visual Information
When data is stored in a format that can be viewed it can serve numerous functions.
Photos and videos are used to remember past events. When a person goes on vacation, videos and
photos may be taken. Those photos are used to record the events in one’s life. This visual store of
information serves as an archive. These photos and videos can serve as a record of events. When
put together, the sum of all of these videos and photos tell a story, like a biography. Archival like
this can serve two purposes. One purpose is considered to be more functional. This is when the
archive is used to look something up, to rediscover some piece of information. The other part of
archival is a more personal one. It allows people to remember these past events. One is able to
recall the people one has met, the places one has been, and the events around these people and
places. More than just photos and videos, there are many objects that can function as an artifact.
These objects become catalysts for storytelling and reminiscing. They become an artifact of one’s
life.
In The Meaning of Things: domestic symbols of the self by Csikszentmihalyi and
Rochberg-Halton [5] the authors describe how various items in the home can mean different
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things to different people. The authors performed a study to find out what were the objects that
people cherished in their homes and why were those objects cherished. They did this by
interviewing hundreds of families. Everyone in the household was interviewed, grandparents,
parents, children, whoever was living in the home. One reason that they did this was to see what
was important to people who were in different stages in their lives. A total of thirty-seven
different categories were created after doing the interviews. These categories were used to place
each item that an interviewee would bring up; some examples are “souvenir”, “gift”, and “photo”.
Our work involves visualizing audio. These visualizations are meant to be used as images.
They are meant to have aesthetic and functional qualities, which will be further described in the
next chapter. Up until this point we have continually brought up the example of how a photo
could be used to recall past events. However, because of the visualizations’ aesthetic qualities, the
visualizations could also be considered a type of art. Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton also
have these two categories as part of their work, “photos” and “visual art”. When trying to figure
out which of the categories our visualizations might fall into, “photo” or “visual art”, we find that
it can be considered as part as both categories. In fact, for this work, we find that photos and
visual art can be placed in the same category.
Through the study, the authors found that both photos and visual art were generally
extremely important to people. When asked what was important, 26% of individuals interviewed
mentioned visual art and 23% mentioned photographs. These were the second and third highest
percentages of all possible categories. When asked why these objects were important or special
only 5% of the answers involved the usefulness of the object. When looking at which items had
meanings associated with others (friends, colleagues, etc) the top most result was photos. 33% of
the reasons of why photos were special involved other people. Next to photos was visual art with
29% of reasons relating to other people. This shows that when looking at social ties photos and
visual art carry the most meaning. Then, the authors also looked at which items held meanings
associated with memories. Here again, photos came in first with 27%. Visual art was third, to
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sculptures (18%), having 16%. Again, here we see that photos and visual art carry strong
associations to helping people recall past events. When talking about visual art itself, memories
were mentioned 16% of the time; associations were mentioned 5% of the time, immediate family
was mentioned 16% of the time, and non-kin relationships were mentioned 12% of the time. This
suggested that people found various pieces of visual art to be main symbols of friendship.
In today’s society, many people will claim that their cell phone is indispensible. However,
most of the time, it is not because of the phone itself. The reason people cannot live without their
cell phone is because of the functions that they perform. When asked if a person would trade in
their cell phone for another, generally, that is not a big deal, as long as the cell phone can perform
the same functions as their current one. However, if one were to ask a person to part with a
photograph for another one, that request may be shot down faster than it was asked.
Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton call this the difference between action objects and
contemplation objects. As people get older, the authors found, contemplation objects grow more
and more important.
People generally find it important to maintain social ties. Once a person has become
important in one’s life, that person remains a part of one’s story. The authors found that more
than any other object in the home, photos were able to serve the purpose of preserving the
memory of social ties. Our visualizations are meant to perform a similar function. They are a
representation of a conversation with a social tie. Could an image from this visualization not also
preserve memories of social ties? If memory-provoking objects like photos and visual art are
irreplaceable to people, could it be that our visualizations can hold the same status? Objects mean
more to people than simply a tool to perform a function, “they themselves are signs” [5], whether
it is though an action that the object can perform, or an object’s use for contemplation, the objects
that people have in their homes communicate different meanings to different people. The
visualizations that our systems create are made by people in the sense that their conversation
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affects what is displayed. One can end up with a gallery of conversations, an album of friends and
family and their conversations with one another.

3.2 Reflection
Sengers et al. did a study on reflective design [35]. They believe it is important to
consider reflection when designing different systems. They claim that not only can reflection
reveal the unconscious but it can also open up new design spaces. By reflection, the authors are
talking about trying to bring the unconscious components of an experience to the forefront. This
allows people to notice and consider these components. Reflection is not a completely cognitive
process. Reflection occurs as people observe and take in their environment. Just as the
components that reflective design is supposed to bring forward were hidden, the process in which
people understand them is also partly hidden.
Through a study they found that there were a few design principles that should be taken
into account to achieve a reflective design. Sengers et al. noted that designers should employ
reflection to challenge the limitations of the design space. Needless to say, there should be an
emphasis on supporting users in reflecting on their own lives, as part of the design principle.
Reflection should be considered an integral part of the system. There should be some flexibility in
interpretation and users should be able to interact with the system for it to be successful as a
reflective tool.
Objects may hold more information than just showing that a relationship existed. Objects
also can hold information about the relationship, about the people involved. Sometimes
information is right in front of one’s eyes but people do not notice. However, if the information
was presented in a different way, the information may become more salient.
The PostHistory project [42] was able to do this with one’s personal email. People may
have thousands of emails archived in one’s email account. This mass store of information can
hold numerous cues about one’s life, one’s relationships; a collection of email is similar to
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collections of audio conversations in that it can be considered an archive of one’s life.
PostHistory attempted this bring some of this information out by displaying one’s email activity
as a whole and between individuals. The creators of PostHistory wanted to provide users with the
means to explore oneself by exploring one’s own data for the same reason that visual aids have
helped researchers understand online social interaction. PostHistory turned visualization from
research-centric to user-centric.
The results of this study were very exciting. The researchers found that PostHistory was
an amazing story-telling catalyst. Users were able to watch as the visualization changed over time.
Near the beginning of the existence of one’s email account, one may only have a few contacts. As
contacts become more or less important, the contact’s location on the visualization would change.
When a contact would rise or fall suddenly, the user would question why. By provoking these
questions, users were able to recall past organizations one was a member of, projects one worked
in a group with, and old friends. The rise and fall of a contact sometimes was encouragement
enough for the user to try and connect with that contact again. The users wanted to the share these
visualizations with others. Some felt the need to describe why a contact would rise and then fall.
All of this information was already in the users email archive. It simply needed to be shown in the
right way for the salient information to be easily recognized.
In another project, called Artifacts of the Presence Era [41], the creators worked towards
creating a souvenir of a public place based on presence. The visualization was placed in an art
museum. A camera was placed in an open area and people were able to walk into the area and out
of it. Every few minutes the camera would take a snapshot and send the data to a machine that
would compress the images received so far into a visualization. The visualization took the
metaphor of sediments collecting over time. Each image was one layer of “sediment”. The shape
of the layer was defined by the audio samples taken around the time the snapshot was taken. If
there were a lot of people in the area, and with the people – noise, then the added volume would
make it so that layer was emphasized, that is larger, than other layers in the visualization.
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People in the art museum could also interact with the visualization. People were able to
scroll through the layers in the visualization and see what the whole image looked like, instead of
just the area cropped out by the audio samples. Some people were able to find other people they
knew by looking through the history of this visualization. This visualization used the presence of
people to create a virtual souvenir of sorts. Patterns began to emerge. School groups and social
events created large layers in the visualization. On the other hand, times of little or no action went
by without notice. This allowed the salient moments to be emphasized. People as a group created
a mark in this visualization. They were part of the art museum’s history.

3.3 Use and Display
After creating these virtual souvenirs, the images of the visualization still hold a purpose.
When visualizations change in real time, the way the visualization changes, morphs, and molds
can be hints to what is salient about the information being displayed. In Artifacts of the Presence
Era [41], the visualization was being made in real time. The visualization might not have
anything interesting to show at the beginning of the day. The museum had just opened and people
have not had a chance to make it through the camera space yet. However, later in the afternoon,
after a few school groups have gone by, there may be something more interesting to look at. If the
museum were to keep a screenshot of the visualization after every day, the images from different
days could be compared to one another; patterns may begin to emerge.
This idea of comparing sets of similar images or objects is what Edward Tufte coined
small multiples [40]. The idea behind small multiples is that by having numerous versions of the
same visualization one can compare and contrast them. The similarities show the patterns that
might not have been evident if only one of the images was available. Then there are other events
that create differences in the visualizations. These events many not be noticed. However, some
times the outliers, the events that occur outside the pattern, the ones that differ from the norm are
the ones that are important. Small multiples will be able to show these as well.
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With this in mind, we can see that the images of the visualization, through their ability to
support reflection during the creation of the visualization and after the visualizations have been
created have their uses. However, their usefulness does not end here. There is more to the
visualizations than just self analysis and self reflection. For example, when a person comes back
from a vacation, that person may post pictures from their trip on their social network website
account or on their blog. Pictures may be placed under magnets on one’s refrigerator. Souvenirs
might be placed on one’s desk at work. With these various displays, a person may be able to
guess what kind of vacation it was, where the person went, what the person did while one was
away. These items can provoke feelings and memories of those involved [6]. If there are
numerous people in a photo, there is a display of a relationship, of a connection between those in
the photo. Even if the photo were taken in a public place and there are some in the photo that one
does not know. Those people are still, in a way, connected. The person was at the same location
at the same time as all of the others in the photo.
A visualization of conversation mimics the idea of displaying connections. One user
takes the conversation between oneself and a friend and has it turned into a visualization. The
user finds the visualization created interesting and provocative. This user decides that it would be
interesting to share it with friends and family. The user posts the image on one’s blog, prints out a
copy and places it on the refrigerator. Later another friend comes over and sees the image. The
friend is not exactly clear what the image is of, so, the friend asks the user. The visualization can
become an ice breaker; it becomes a catalyst for story-telling. Now not only is the user able to
describe what the image is about, one is able to describe the connection with the friend involved
in the conversation. Don Norman describes items like this in his book, Emotional Design [25].
In this book, Norman claims that there are three parts to design. There is the visceral part,
the part that is defined by one’s initial reaction to an object or item. This part involves one’s five
senses; the smell of an object, the feel of an object, etc. are all components of this part. Then there
is the behavioral aspect of design. This aspect is also referred to user-centered design. The idea
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here is that the functionality of the design is important. Without functionality, a system can be
considered useless to a user. If the object cannot complete its purpose, users will become
frustrated and the object will be discarded. Lastly, there is the reflective aspect of design. We
have already discussed this idea with the work by Sengers et al. [35] but Norman stresses
emotions instead of just thought processes.
The display of information can delineate multitudes about one’s owner. If one is going on
a job interview, there is a good chance that the person will want to dress one’s best, to make a
good first impression. The clothes a person wears can send a message to others [15] [25].
Furthermore, the emotions evoked by the objects add to the reasons these objects are displayed
[5] [25]. Norman describes souvenirs as some of the most unaesthetic objects around. Few
souvenirs actually provide a function, other than collecting dust. However, the market for
souvenirs is tremendous. The reason for this is because of the emotions and memories involved.
The souvenirs remind people of the places where the souvenir was bought. Just like that,
visualizations of conversation can provide the same effect. These visualizations are like souvenirs
of the conversation. They can provide a means to recall the memories and emotions of the event.
In the PostHistory project [42] the researchers were surprised when users asked if there
was a way to share their visualization with others. People are social creatures; people want to
share their lives with others. Posting images of one’s visualizations on sites like Facebook or
flickr, are ways to share one’s self with others and display connections. In regards to the Habitat
project [22], Donath et al. [42] were able to describe it best when they said “people often find
surprising social ways of using software”.
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Chapter 4

VoiceSpace
We have created VoiceSpace, an audio visualizer. This project visualizes different
aspects of conversation to try and make these aspects more salient for people. VoiceSpace uses
Skype [39] and its VoIP capabilities. From Skype, we use the Skype APIs with Java to gather the
audio signal. We also use the Microsoft Speech APIs [32] with C# to do speech recognition on
the audio signal. The visualizations themselves were created with the aid of the Processing library
[28].

4.1 What to See?
There are many aspects of conversation that can provide information. Certain
characteristics may focus on where the conversation has been, other aspects may focus on the real
time view of the conversation. These aspects are an opportunity to gain more knowledge about
this social interaction as a whole. We may be using bits and pieces of it, but together, they add up
to the understanding of what a conversation entails. Here, we discuss a few of the characteristics
that are present in a remote conversation and what we aim to gain by visualizing them.

4.1.1 Content
This area is the most straightforward characteristic of conversation. Without content,
there would be no conversation. With this in mind, it should not be surprising to say this was one
of our focuses when trying to come up with visualizations for conversations. Even if the entire
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conversation is not transcribed word for word, by picking a few key words out of a conversation
one can get an idea of what the conversation was about, possibly what emotions were present, or
even gain insights about the people involved in the conversation. For example, if a group of
people were talking about a baseball game, and the visualization just displayed the words “home
plate”, it could be inferred from that visualization that baseball was discussed at some point.
From this idea, one can start to get an idea of how content visualization can be used for
conversation archival purposes.
By adding content to the visualizations, the viewer of the visualization would also be able
to recall past events. If the visualization held words from a conversation about a trip to an
amusement park, one may see words like “roller”, “coaster”, “rides”, or “lines”. The viewer
might recall the trip this conversation was about; the visualization could turn out to be an
abstracted photo. Instead of having a photograph of the viewer in an amusement park setting, one
has the content of the conversation. The viewer is free to recall the entire trip, instead of just
focusing on what is displayed in the photograph. Now the viewer has an artifact, not only of their
trip to the amusement park, but also of the conversation they had.

4.1.2 Interaction and Backchannels
When people are speaking to one another from remote locations, there are many
uncertainties that arise. One of the main issues here is the lack of consistent presence information.
When one is speaking using a VoIP program like Skype, the user may think one is speaking to a
friend over the network, however, in reality they may have been disconnected. In other instances,
maybe the friend just went to go make a sandwich. In any case, the user is not left with much to
go on.
To mitigate the issue, we want to make interaction and backchannels clear to users. When
one is speaking, if one’s conversation partner speaks up, the speaker may or may not hear it.
However, a microphone most likely would pick up a signal. With a remote conversation, it is
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impossible that the speaker would hear something from the remote end that the microphone did
not pick up. When in a face to face conversation, it is very easy to see nods or notice changes in
the facial expressions of the person one is speaking with. In audio only remote conversations, this
is not possible. By adding a focus on interaction and backchannels, we give users the opportunity
to get this feedback. If a user was simply agreeing with what the speaker was saying the
visualization would reflect that the user spoke. This cue not only tells the speaker that the remote
user is still there, but that the remote user is listening and paying attention.

4.1.3 History
The history of the conversation is an important aspect because it encompasses everything
that has led up to this point in the conversation. When visualizing history, one can gain a number
of insights. One part of which is the conversation dominance. Many people when speaking may
not notice that they are the only ones getting a word in. They may pause every now and then, but
some people may find it very easy to simply continue to speak. On the other side of the scale,
there are people who rarely speak if ever. It is possible these people are content, simply listening
to others, but it could also be that they are not noticing the difference in amount of speech.
A visualization of the history of the conversation can allow users to see this feature. The
person who dominates the conversation will be provided visual cues that they may be doing so.
The quieter one of the group will be shown that it may look like that person is not even part of the
conversation at all because the visual history has not been able to pick up any information (any
auditory signal) from that person.

4.1.4 Vocal Patterns
Another set of characteristics that we are looking at are vocal patterns. This encompasses
the voice characteristics of volume and pitch. When a person is excited about something, that
person’s pitch might become very high. If a person is sad, that person’s volume may become very
low. This is just one of the kinds of patterns that can be witnessed with a person’s voice.
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Another type of pattern is that of words or phrases. When a person starts saying a certain
word or phrase, that person’s voice may carry the same volume and pitch each time that word or
phrase is said. If we could visualize volume and pitch somehow, these word and phrase patterns
might start to become recognizable. One may notice they say a certain word or phrase often, but it
is possible that one did not know this word or phrase was such a major part of one’s vocabulary.

4.2 Design Iteration
The visualizations went through many design iterations before we settled on designs for
the user study. We wanted to make sure the visualizations would be able to display the data in a
salient way. Without this, the characteristics in the above sections will still be as hidden as in a
normal conversation. The visualizations needed to provide a window into these realms.
During our first iteration we tried to take into account many of the aspects above. One
visualization tried to display pitch in a form similar to an EKG machine. In this visualization each
user was represented by a different color and the rises and falls of one’s pitch would be graphed
along the an axis. In Figure 4.1 the x-axis represents time and the gray lines each represent a
medium pitch. If a user’s pitch appears below the gray line, then that user was speaking with a
low pitch and above the gray line signifies a high pitch. However, this visualization was
considered too hard to read and decipher.
Another early design was one to show a short history. The fountain visualization, shown
in Figure 4.2 shows each user as a different color. The circles appear at the center bottom of the
screen. Each circle’s opacity is dependent on the user’s volume. The louder one is, the more
opaque that circle is. The circles move towards the top in accordance with time, and once the
circles reach the top of the screen, they begin to alternate falling to the left and right. People
found this visualization confusing because of the lack of symmetry. People did not want to
expend extra energy, trying to piece the two sides of the fountain together. Another issue was that
the history was so short there was not enough data to gain anything.
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Figure 4.1: The left image shows the entire view of the EKG visualization. This
visualization is meant to display patterns on how the users employ pitch. The right image
shows a close up of the EKG visualization.

In the fireworks visualization, we tried to focus on the content of the conversations. The
x-axis represented one minute. When a word was recognized, a “firework” would shoot up the
screen and explode into the word that was spoken. It started out very bright. As time went on, the
word would start to fade and finally it would fall from the screen, tumbling towards the bottom.
While this visualization was thought to be an aesthetically pleasing one, the short history made it
less useful. This visualization was also criticized for its inability to make use of space. A mock-up
of this visualization can be seen in Figure 4.3.
We understood that improvements needed to be made. During our next iteration we tried
to improve upon our designs by taking into account the criticisms. We started with the content
visualization. This next version tried to add history into it. Words would appear near the top as
they are being spoken and once a minute of words would build up, they would lay on the bottom
of the screen. The words would build up, like bricks. Figure 4.4 displays what this visualization
may look like. The main criticism here is that all words are being given the same importance.
However, it could be that some words are more important in a conversation than others.
Next, we tried something more like a tagcloud. This visualization kept the spirit of the
bricks visualization, but the words would grow if they were repeated. The colors would blend if
spoken by both users. See Figure 4.5 to get an idea of what this tagcloud may look like. Here,
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Figure 4.2: The left image shows the entire view of the Fountain visualization. This
visualization shows a couple minutes of history of the users’ volume. Differences in the
opacity represent the volume. The right image shows a close up of the visualization.

Figure 4.3: The left image is the entire view of the Fireworks visualization. The right
image shows a close up of the visualization. Words shoot out of the bottom of the
window as they are spoken and “fall” after a minute has passed to mimic the way
fireworks start to fall and fade from the sky.

Figure 4.4: The left image is the entire view of the Bricks visualization. The right image
shows a close up of the visualization. Words appear as they are spoken, stacking like
bricks.
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Figure 4.5: The left image is the entire view of the Tagcloud visualization. The right
image shows a close up of the visualization. In this visualization words change size based
on how frequently they are spoken.

however the issue involved how to handle overlap or how true to timing words should be placed
if suddenly words started to grow into other lines.
We came to a solution. Words would appear in a circular motion still dependent on time,
words would still grow if repeated, word colors would still blend if spoken by both users;
however, the size would be less extreme. Now words would move towards the center of the
screen as well, if repeated. It is possible that the word will overlap with others, but since there is
movement involved, there is a chance that it will not stay there. More of this visualization will be
explained in the next section.
The pitch visualization was still causing problems. We wanted users to see patterns in
their voice and because of this we decided to try and map the user’s voice in a way. We assigned
to the x-axis, pitch, and assigned to the y-axis, volume. When a user spoke that point was mapped
to the screen and a circle would appear there. With this interface, users are free to explore their
voices. Figure 4.6 show different aesthetics we applied to the visualization. The visualization will
be further explained in the next section.
Finally, we went looking for a new way to visualize history. The fountain visualization
was not enough. After taking a cue from Visiphone [8] we looked at simply trying to log when
people were talking. With each user being a different color, a square appears on the
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Figure 4.6: The left image shows the pitch visualization with semi-transparent circles.
The right image shows the pitch visualization with only the outlines of circles.

screen. The size of the square is dependent on the volume of the speaker. This visualization will
be further explained in the next section.

4.3 Current Design
The following describes the state of the visualizations as they were during the user
studies. These visualizations all reflect different nuances of conversation. We wanted to allow
users to gather a wide variety of information. This idea gives each visualization its own strengths
and weaknesses.

4.3.1 History
This visualization is the most basic of the three. In this visualization the local user is
represented by the color purple and the remote user is represented by a beige color. Each square
represents about two seconds of the conversation. When a user speaks, the user’s volume is noted.
The highest volume is taken from each two second period and used to size the square for that user.
Each row is a minute of conversation. At most, twenty rows can be shown at once. Once the first
twenty minutes of the conversation have passed, each row of squares moves down to make room
for one row at the top of the screen. With this, the screen fills up, first, from left to right, and then
from bottom to top. The top most rows being filled in are always the current data.
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If both users speak during the same two second time period, then two squares will appear
in the same column and row. The smaller of the two squares automatically gets placed on top of
the larger square. That way no data is hidden. From this visualization, one can see who is
dominating the conversation by seeing whose color of squares appears more often. Backchannels
will also be reinforced for users. For example, let us suppose the local user speaks for about two
minutes. Then about two rows will be full of purple squares. Let us suppose that in these two
rows of purple squares, there are a couple places where small beige squares appear. These beige
squares can represent the remote user expressing understanding, agreement, or simply a sign that
the remote user is still listening. In any of these cases, these beige squares are representative of
backchannels in the conversation.
One can see an example of this view in Figure 4.7. This image was taken from one of the
user studies during a real conversation. There are numerous nuances that can be shown from
looking at this image. First, we can see that the conversation is only about fourteen and a half
minutes old since only fourteen and a half rows are filled. Note, that after twenty minutes we are
no longer able to tell the length of a conversation by simply looking at the image. We can also see
from just a glance that the local user, the user who took this screenshot dominated most of the
early half of this conversation. We can see that from the fact that the purple squares take up most
of the bottom half of rows. There are a very small number of beige squares sprinkled in. There are
numerous points where the participants overlapped in speech. These overlaps can represent a
number of things. It could show the use of a backchannel. An example of this can be seen in row
two. Row two is heavily dominated by the local user. In column nine and ten, or column
seventeen, there are some beige squares as well. This shows that the local user was continuing to
speak, but the remote user chimed in. It could have been to show understanding by saying
something like “I see”, or it could have been a small question to probe for further details like “I
don’t get it” or “what do you mean?” These visual cues can be used to remind users of the flow
of their conversation.
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Figure 4.7: This image is a screenshot of the History visualization. Each row represents a minute. Each color
represents a different user.

Another nuance that can be viewed by the overlap of speech is the request for a turn. For
example, in row eight the local user has the floor in column four and continues to speak. However
in column nine, the remote user starts to speak. Neither user relinquishes their turn until finally
the local user stops speaking and the remote user has the floor to one’s self. These overlaps can
also show non verbal auditory signals, like laughter. If something funny was said, it is possible
that both users would start to laugh, and the visualization would show that there was an overlap in
audio. To the outside viewer, one does not truly know what is being shown, which allows users to
keep their privacy, but it provides many cues for the users to be able to pick up what they had
discussed. One last nuance we can see here is that the users stayed around the same level in
volume. When a user is speaking alone, the size of the user’s squares seem to be very similar to
the size of the other user’s squares.

4.3.2 Vocal Patterns
The next visualization revolves around pitch and volume. Each user is represented by
circles. The circles are all the same size. The local user is represented by a bright blue color and
the remote user is represented by an orange color. Initially, when the users first view this
visualization, the x-axis represents pitch. We used cepstrum plot analysis to extract pitch [24]
[30] [36]. The left edge of the screen represents the lower pitches and the right edge of the screen
represents higher pitches. The y-axis represents one’s volume. The bottom of the screen
represents little to no volume and the higher end represents the highest volume in terms of how
the machine is set to read in audio waves. Users also have the ability to toggle the axes. That is, a
user can decide that it would make more sense to have the x-axis represent volume and the y-axis
to represent pitch. Whichever configuration the user feels is the most intuitive, the basics stay the
same. For every audio sample taken, a circle of the user’s representative color is placed on the
visualization, mapped at the appropriate location in regards to the x-axis and y-axis. Since the
circles are somewhat transparent, one can see the color intensify when circles of the same color
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Figure 4.8: This image is a screenshot of the Pitch visualization. Each color represents a different user. The partly
transparent circles represent the user’s pitch versus their volume.

overlap. Eventually, if a user talks enough, at the same volume and pitch, there will be enough
circles to completely obscure what is in the background. These hot spots can give users an idea of
how loud or quiet and at what pitch one’s voice usually resides. Finally, after about five minutes
of time, the number of circles gets so large that one stops being able to spot when new circles
appear. To combat this, we implemented a fade that will fade the older circles away slowly, so
not to be distracting.
A visualization like this can be used for different purposes. By showing users where
one’s pitch and volume are normally, the out of the ordinary circles have greater meaning. If one
talks at a low volume and pitch the majority of the time a loud volume can show excitement or
anger. A higher pitch can show that someone is frustrated or excited. It is those moments where
this visualization may have greater meaning to the users. Another use of the visualization can
make it be like more of a game. Users have the ability to explore the ranges of their voice. They
can play with the visualization to see how high or low, how loud or quiet they can be. This
visualization, like the others ends up being only what users can gather from it.
There is an example of this visualization in Figure 4.8. This image was taken by a
participant during an actual conversation. One of the first things one may notice is that for the
most part almost all of the circles are in the same range on the y-axis. This shows that the users
were speaking at the same volume for the most part. The local user seems to have gotten slightly
louder at one point, but for the most part the volumes of each user were comparable. Another
nuance to note is that there seems to be much more of the blue on the screen than orange. This
shows that in the last few minutes the local user was speaking the most. The remote user does
seem to have a cluster at the low end of the pitch axis; whereas the local user seems to have a
cluster at a pitch slightly higher than the remote user. The local user also seems to have a cluster
starting to appear directly to the right of the main cluster. This can mean there was a point at
which the local user was more interested in the topic, thus leading to a higher pitch, or it could
simply be the general range of the user’s voice. Here, as an outsider, one can only speculate on
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the true meaning of these results. Only the users know the true meaning of this image. All of the
outlier circles are variances in one’s pitch. That is, as people speak, one’s pitch changes often,
people do not speak in solid tones, no matter how hard they may try. This leads to variances in
one’s pitch. The clusters, or hot spots tell us the normal pitch of a person, but the outliers show
how a person’s pitch can vary as they speak.

4.3.3 Content
In this visualization, the local user is represented by a purple color and the remote user is
represented by a green color. The content of the visualization is extracted and displayed for the
users. The content appears in concentric rings. The inner most ring represents the current minute
of conversation. Words spoken at the beginning of the current minute of conversation will appear
at the top of the circle. As the minute moves on, the spoken words will appear at locations around
the circle as if the circle were a clock and there was a second hand pointing towards the current
second of the current minute. After the current minute is over, the words on the screen will move
radially outwards to make room for the new minute of conversation.
The words themselves have more meaning than simply, the word was spoken. The first
time a word is spoken the word is written at the appropriate spot around the circle and is written
using the color of the person who spoke the word. Each time a word is repeated, instead of
rewriting the word on the screen, the first instance of the word is found and the font size for that
word is made bigger. The word also moves radially inwards, closer to the center of the screen.
The changes in font size allow the users to see which words were said more often. By moving
those words closer to the middle, we are able to show that these words are more important than
others words spoken at this time. If words are spoken very often, those words will appear very
close to the center of the screen. Then at the end of a conversation, the users would be left with
the main concepts from their conversation. The other words are still there to help with context,
but the main themes are placed in a central location.
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Figure 4.9: This image is a screenshot of the Content visualization. Each user is represented by a different color. If
both users speak the same word, though, the colors merge, the word grows in size, and moves closer to the center.

If the original speaker of the word repeated the word in question, then the color of the
word will stay the same. However, if the original speaker of the word is different than the speaker
who said it the second time, then the color of the word becomes a mixture of the two colors. Each
repetition of the word changes the color of the word based on weights. That is, the amount of
color from the local user and the amount of color from the remote user is weighted based on how
many times each user has spoken the word. For example, if the local user speaks the word “day”.
The word will be colored purple. If the local user repeats the word “day”, then the color will stay
the same, it will be a two to zero ratio of purple to green. However if the remote user now says
the word “day”, then there will be a change in color. Now the ratio is two to one. This will turn
the word from purple to an indigo. On the HSV color wheel, the direct mix of green and purple is
blue. This means that if the ratio of colors is two to one in favor of purple, the word will be a
bluish-purple, or an indigo like color. By doing this color mixing, users can get an idea of who
has spoken which words more often.
One can see many examples of the color blending in Figure 4.9. Just like the other images,
this image was taken by a user during their conversation. This image was taken after at least nine
or ten minutes of conversation. There are many words that are larger than the size of the majority
of words in the visualization. The words “money” and “more” were both said multiple times by
the remote user and only the remote user. The words “move”, “big”, and “gap” were said by only
the local user multiple times. Then there are words like “Chicago”, “musical”, “school”, “going”,
“doubt”, and “I” that were said by both users multiple times, this can be seen by the blending in
colors. The words “school” and “Chicago” seem to be right in the middle of the purple and green.
The words “musical” and “I” however are closer to the green, which means they were spoken
more often by the remote user than the local user. Words like “going” and “maybe” are on the
indigo side of the scale, showing they were said at some point by the remote user, but for the
most part, they were repeated by the local user.
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Outside of the color of the words, the spacing of words is important. The word “I” is the
best example of this. The word “I” is the largest word, in terms of font size, in the visualization.
This means that it was said more times than any other word in the conversation. The word is also
in the center of the screen, which means no matter when the word was first spoken, it is a heavy
part of the conversation at the point in time in which the screenshot was taken.
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Chapter 5

User Studies
To see if our system was useful, we performed a set of user studies. We set out to recruit
users for the study; people were recruited by posting flyers with a short description of the study
and contact information. We requested that users to volunteer in pairs. Having volunteers come to
us in pairs meant that the participants were already familiar with their conversation partners. With
participants already familiar with one another, there was a greater chance that the conversation
would be more natural than forced. If we asked people unfamiliar with one another the
conversation may be constrained. With a constrained, possibly awkward conversation, the results
of the visualizations may be uninformative. Our system is aimed towards people conversing who
are already familiar with one another. Overall we were able to recruit eight people. Out of the
recruits, we had four female participants and four male participants. Most of the participants were
students; however there was one participant from the community. The ages of the participants
ranged from twenty to twenty-five years old.

5.1 Study Setup
Each pair of volunteers participated in three different sessions. In each session, two
computers were setup in two different rooms. Each computer had a microphone and a webcam.
The webcam did not face the user. The conversations held were not video conversations. The
webcams faced the monitor. This video was used so we, the researchers could see what the users
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were looking at during the conversation. This allowed us to find out how the users utilized the
visualizations during the conversation, which visualizations were most engaging or if any of the
visualizations were very distracting. These sessions were held at least one day apart over the span
of three weeks.
During the first session, we had the users start off with a short five to ten minute
conversation. This conversation was used as a control. Our system was logging the participants
pitch and volume; however, the visualizations were not enabled. This conversation gave us an
idea of how our participants normally acted during a remote voice conversation. After this
conversation, users were given a short description of each visualization. No more information
was given than what could be found in the help section. Users were simply given an overview of
what might appear on the screen.
Now, the system was restarted with the visualizations turned on. This next conversation
was held for ten to fifteen minutes. During this conversation, users also had the ability to take
screenshots of the visualizations. They were asked to take a screenshot whenever they saw
something interesting on the screen. Users were allowed to take as many screenshots as they liked.
The participants were also told to end the conversation at a comfortable stopping point. We tried
not to force conversations to end. When the conversation had been completed, one last screenshot
of each of the visualizations was taken. The user was asked to look at the set of screenshots and
pick out something from each image that stood out to them, some visual cue that reminded
oneself about a topic that had been discussed. Later that day, users were given the screenshots
created during their session to keep. We told users that they were allowed to do whatever they
liked with the screenshots. The only request we had was that the screenshots were not deleted
until the end the study.
The second session was performed similarly, except this time; we did not include the
control conversation. There was simply a conversation of ten to fifteen minutes with a small form
at the end. Again, the form asked the participants to point out salient parts of the conversation that
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were denoted visually in one of the screenshots. Here, again, we sent each user the screenshots
that they took during their session.
The last session had one more ten to fifteen minute conversation. At the end of the
session, participants were asked to fill out a survey of how they felt about the system. We also
gave each user the set of images participants stated had cues of salient parts of the conversation.
We asked users if they still remembered what it was that that they written about using the image
to jog their memories.

5.2 Analysis
Before we began the studies, we wanted to find out what the backgrounds of our users
were. We wanted to get a better understanding of what experience the participants had with the
various forms of computer mediated communication (CMC) and how they employ those forms.
We started out by asking the users to let us know how much they use the different forms of CMC.
Most users utilized text chats, such as talking in groups in chat rooms or one on one by using
instant messaging clients. On average, users reported that they used text chats 79.4% of the time
when communicating through text. Threads were used 9.4% of the time. Threads included forums,
newsgroups, and other similar modes. Finally users reported that they used VoIP on average
11.3% of the time. Figure 5.1 shows the difference in scale between the usages of these forms of
CMC. A fourth option was offered as well. This option represented “other”, however no user
specified that they used any other form of CMC.
It seems that VoIP is used just as often as Threads are. However, we believe that it is
important to show that the standard deviation of all of these forms is very high. For text chats, the
standard deviation is 15.0. For Threads, it is 9.2, and for VoIP, standard deviation is 9.5. The
standard deviation is also displayed in Figure 5.1. These high standard deviations show that the
users’ reported usage of the different forms varied greatly. There were even some users that
reported no VoIP usage and as little as 1% of threads usage. While other users reported as high as
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30% of threads usage and another as high as 20% of VoIP usage. In other words, the main theme
we found was the text chat was still the most adopted form of CMC, leaving threads and VoIP as
only somewhat used. It is also important to point out that these are reported figures. Users were
asked to estimate the percentage of use, so our data is dependent on informant accuracy [3].
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Figure 5.1: This figure show the average usage of various forms of CMC of our
participants. The lines show the standard deviation of each form.

Next we asked our participants about their logging habits. We asked whether or not they
logged their text chats and/or their audio chats. If a user did log a form of conversation, we asked
how often the user looked back at those logs. No users reported that audio conversations were
logged. Six of the eight participants reported that they log their text chats. Of those six of eight,
the average use of the text conversation logs, based on a 7 point Likert scale (where 1 represented
rarely and 7 represented everyday), was 2.33, the standard deviation was 1.2. This shows that
even though people did not look at logs very often, they were very interested having those logs.
However, it was less convenient to create logs of audio conversations. Space could be an issue.
To have a log of text chat, one is just saving a set of characters. However an audio file is many
times larger than the text conversation that lasted for the same duration. We asked the users how
interested they may be in seeing their conversation summarized. Again, we used a 7 point Likert
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scale. Here, 1 represented “extremely disinterested” and 7 stood for “extremely interested”. On
average, participants rated their interest at 5.1, with a standard deviation of 0.83. For the users
that were very interested in seeing the visualizations, we hoped to see that our system met or
exceeded their expectations. While, for the users that reported their interest was neutral (the least
amount of interest was a 4 which represented neutral interest), we hoped to engage them in a way
they would want to continue using such a system.
With this in mind, we began and completed the user studies. Next we will discuss the
results from the studies.

5.2.1 Quantitative
There are many areas in which we can evaluate our system. We divide this first analysis
up into two sections. First there is an overview of the system. Then we go deeper into the uses of
the system by looking at how well it could be used to archive conversations

5.2.1.1 Overview
We are going to start the analysis with some general concept areas. Basically, we want to
know if users are interested in using this system. We want to understand if users find this system
engaging and worth using again. We asked our participants a set of questions and had them rate
their answers with a 7 point Likert scale model. The following lists the first set of questions that
we asked:
1. How distracting/helpful were the visualizations?
2. Were the visualizations uninformative/informative?
3. Were the visualizations uninteresting/interesting?
4. Do you feel that the visualizations discouraged/encouraged interaction?
5. Do you feel the visualizations altered your participation in the conversation?
6. Do you feel the visualizations altered the participation of your conversation partner?
7. Do you feel you were well/badly reflected in the visualizations?
8. What was your overall level of satisfaction with VoiceSpace?
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For our analysis, we break the questions up into parts. The first part consists of questions
1 through 4. For these questions, 1 represented the extreme negative end of the Likert scale,
whereas 7 represented the extreme positive. On average, our participants thought the
visualizations were helpful (μ = 4.5). However there was some dissent shown by the wide range
of results (σ = 0.93). One user reported a 3 on the 7 point scale while other users reported 6.
Participants found the visualizations slightly more informative on average ( μ = 4.88). There was
also slightly less disagreement here (σ = 0.83). The participants agreed the most on the interest
level the visualizations bring. On average, users rated their interest as 5.75 leaving a standard
deviation of 0.70. The lowest rating here was a 5. When it came to encouraging interaction,
participants rated the visualizations at a 5.63. That is, for the most part, users found that the
visualizations did encourage one another to interact (σ = 1.06). These results can also be viewed
in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Here, one can view the mean and standard deviations of how helpful,
informative, interesting, and encouraging of interaction users felt the visualizations were
on a 7 point scale.

We next will take a look at questions 5 and 6. In these questions, 1 represented absolutely
no change in participation and 7 represented extreme change in participation. We wanted to know
how the users felt the visualizations changed the interaction between one and one’s conversation
partner. Most felt that there was some change in their own participation and felt there was slightly
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less change in their conversation partner’s participation. The mean rating that we received when
asked if one’s own participation changed is 4.63 (σ = 1.41) and the mean rating received when
asked if one’s conversation partner’s participation changed is 4.06 (σ = 1.32).
Since some users felt that there was some alteration in participation we wanted to take a
closer look at if we could figure out what exactly had changed. During all of the conversations,
with and without visualizations, we logged users’ volume, pitch, and the amount of time that they
had spoke during the conversation. The average volume of each user did not fluctuate when
comparing the control to the conversations with the visualizations. A user’s quietest volume that
registered stayed constant, spanning the conversations as well. For three of the eight participants,
the loudest volume that registered did go up significantly. Though, it was not enough to change
the average volume, which leads us to believe that the loud volume only lasted for a very short
period.
One interesting result for the pitch is that each user had one conversation where the
average pitch did not fit well with the average pitches from the other conversations. That is, the
average pitch stayed constant for three of the four conversations (one control and then two of the
conversations with the visualizations). The fourth conversation either had a higher or lower pitch
than the others. After looking closer, we matched this with some of the user comments and found
that the conversation with the average pitch anomaly turned out to be the conversation that the
user decided to explore their voice, to gain further insights on the pitch visualization and see how
it worked.
Regarding conversational dominance, there were no results showing that the
visualizations had any effect on dominance. There were a couple conversations that showed
heavy dominance towards one participant, but after further investigation, we learned this was
because the participant dominating the conversation was explaining something to one’s
conversation partner. With that in mind, it makes sense for the conversation to be mostly one-
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sided. Based on these results, we do not feel the visualizations have a negative effect on user
participation.
When asked how users felt they were represented by the visualization, there was some
dissent here as well. The reason, which will be further discussed in section 5.2.2, mostly involved
the inaccuracy in speech recognition. In this question, 1 represented the user being reflected very
badly by the visualizations and 7 represented the user being represented very well by the
visualizations. The average rating that users reported here was 4.38 (σ = 1.30). No one thought
they were reflected horribly; the 4.38 shows that for the most part users felt neutral about how
they were reflected.
As for the last question in this section, we asked about users overall satisfaction. The
scale was very straightforward for this question; 1 represented extremely unsatisfied and 7
represented extremely satisfied. The average rating here was 5 with a standard deviation of 1.31.
If interested in seeing each user’s ratings for each of these questions, refer to Appendix C; all of
the Likert scale results reside there.

5.2.1.2 Archival
Next we will discuss the effectiveness of VoiceSpace as an archival tool. After the each
of the first two sessions we asked users to note down, based on screenshots they had taken from
the visualizations during the conversation, what one’s conversation was about. The idea was to
point out areas in the visualizations that reminded one of what was discussed. After each session,
participants noted down about three different points in the conversation, what was discussed, and
which screenshot reminded one of that point in the conversation. After the third and final session,
each user was shown the screenshots from the first two sessions and asked to write down four to
six points of the conversations where one could remember what was discussed and the participant
was asked to also note what about the visualization reminded them of that point.
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After all the studies had been completed, we looked at what the participants wrote after
the first two sessions, and what they had written after the last session; we compared the results.
One of the participants had misunderstood what information was supposed to be noted for this
portion of the questionnaire, leaving us with seven sets of data instead of eight. Out of the seven
users with sufficient data, five of the users were able to pick out four discussion points by using
the visualizations to recall the conversation. Of these five participants, each had initially noted a
total of six discussion points. This means that using the visualizations led them to recall 67% of
what was discussed one to two weeks earlier. Two users were able to recall two discussion points
by using the visualizations, but these two users only had noted a total of four discussion points
initially. These two users therefore ended up with the ability to recall 50% of the noted discussion
points from one to two weeks earlier. These results are highly encouraging. All of these
conversations were casual ones. Matters of great importance were not discussed. The fact that
participants were able to recall discussion points from an inconsequential conversation weeks
after it had occurred shows great promise for our goal of using conversation visualization as an
archival tool.

5.2.2 Qualitative
In this section, we again break the evaluation into parts. We start with an overall
evaluation of the VoiceSpace system. Then we move onto assessing its use as an archival tool and
then its use for creating artifacts for a conversation.

5.2.2.1 Overview
Our participants had a lot to say about the VoiceSpace system. We received quite a few
comments about the imperfection of the speech recognition system. Even with high confidence
levels, the system would generate content that was not actually part of the conversation. Many
users found this to be frustrating because words would appear that had nothing to do with the
conversation. One user expressed it by saying, “The words in content weren’t always said and it
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became a mess”. Another user just said simply that “quite often there would be words in the
content visualization that had not been said”. If the speech recognition was not coming up with
accurate content for the visualization, the incorrect words that did appear would be attributed to
one of the users. Based on just the visualization, it would look as if the user had said the incorrect
word. This explains why some users felt they were misrepresented.
The inaccurate speech recognition was not completely for nothing though. Some users
used inaccurate words as landmarks in the conversation. The words that seemed to come
completely out of thin air were some of the most prominent in one’s mind. These odd words
enabled users to recall the real discussion topic because users created a mapping in their heads.
They connected the odd word to the conversation, and then later, when looking at the screenshots,
the odd words were seen and the mapping was called to mind.
Other than that, some users mentioned that there were some issues with the microphones
sometimes transmitting static. The issue with the static was if the static was loud enough, it would
register as sound in the visualization and the history visualization would display the static and
make it look like someone was talking when in fact the user was not. This was dealt with by using
a different microphone that did not transmit static. Unfortunately, since those two issues affected
the visualization, we feel they affected the participants’ overall attitude towards VoiceSpace. We
did encourage the participants to regard VoiceSpace as a prototype. We asked users to think about
what VoiceSpace might be like if these technical/hardware issues had not been there.
Overall, participants were excited about the system. We had many comments on how
from these visualizations, the perception of conversation had changed to them. One user
explained, “The pitch was interesting, as the highs/lows in conversation went unnoticed before”.
This user was referring to the idea that most people do not think about pitch when talking with
one another. Other participants explained that the pitch visualization was used more as an
exploratory visualization. Users reported “howling” into the microphones during conversations to
watch how the visualization would change.
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With the history visualization, many users described how interesting it was to be able to
see who talked for how long. One user noticed that in their conversation, every time there was a
turn change in the conversation, the squares in the visualization would overlap. The participant
says,
“I like how this visualization shows how in order to transition from one speaker
to another there seems to always be some overlap in talking. For example, there
will be one yellow square, one yellow/purple, then one purple. It seems as if the
yellow square person lets the purple talk after the interruption because they feel
like they had already talked.”
This goes back to our goal of reiterating information in a visual manner. Without the visual
reinforcement, the turn request may have gone unnoticed.
The content visualization, even with the inaccurate text appearing, was the most
interesting to the participants. Six of the eight participants chose this visualization as their
favorite, even with its shortcomings. Only one user chose the pitch visualization as their favorite
and the last participant chose the history visualization as their favorite. One user explained that
she did not spend much time on the other visualizations because she was too “enthralled” by the
content visualization. Another user reported this visualization was, “by far my favorite. Much
easier for me to recall and remember the conversation. [The visualization was] visually
stimulating by color and spatiality.” One other participant said, “I really liked this. It was great to
see what we talked about. It was also entertaining to play with the visualizations.”

5.2.2.2 Archival
This brings us back to archival. We have already discussed the quantitative results on
how well VoiceSpace performs as an archival tool. Now we look at it in terms of qualitative
results. Even though the quantitative results did show that users were able to use the screenshots
to recall discussion points in their conversations, users were a bit more apathetic about using
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VoiceSpace as an archival tool when expressing their thoughts verbally. One user explained that
she would only archive screenshots from conversations that were meaningful in some way.
Another user explained that they would not be interested in archiving images, not because they
were not useful as an archival tool but simply because he was not interested in archiving
conversations in general. Note that this user also reported that he did not archive his instant
message chats either.

5.2.2.3 Artifacts
Similar to Themail [44] and PostHistory [42] our analysis involves seeing how the
screenshots function as artifacts. This area is the hardest to evaluate, just as Csikszentmihalyi and
Rochberg-Halton learned when doing the studies reported in The Meaning of Things [5]. When
asked if users would create an album of their screenshots, one participant emphasized that the
screenshot had to have been from a meaningful conversation. In the Meaning of Things, the
authors learned that the most important items in the house had some sort of sentimental value; the
items represented connections with others. Our visualizations already hold connections because
they are created by the help from one’s conversation partner. This leaves the sentimental value.
All of the conversations held during the user studies were casual ones. It is hard to force a
sentimental conversation during a user study.
There were other factors involved though. Beyond creating an album of these screenshots,
we asked users if they would use an image from the visualizations as their desktop wallpaper or if
they would print out a copy of the visualization and hang it up. User responses varied here. Some
users reported they would use the visualizations as desktop wallpaper simply because they were
“pretty”. Others reported they would use the screenshots as wallpaper or print and hang up a copy
because the image was visually interesting. Along with an image being interesting, another
participant mentioned that if an image that reminded one of a funny conversation it would be
worth putting up as wallpaper.
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Figure 5.3: These two images are from different conversations. These are examples of the
History visualization. The users from each of these conversations deemed these images
important enough to save. Notice that in the bottom image there are many more breaks in
speech than in the top conversation. Breaks in conversation are exemplified by the blank
spaces in the visualization. That is, the row, column pairs in which there are no squares.
The bottom conversation is also longer than the top.
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Figure 5.4: These two images are from the same conversation. These are examples of the
Pitch visualization. The user from this conversation found these images important enough
to save. Notice in the first image to the second image, the number of orange and blue
circles increase. This shows that the conversation may have just started within the last
few minutes.
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Figure 5.5: These two images are from different conversations. These are examples of the
Content visualization. The users from each of these conversations deemed these images
important enough to save. Notice in the top image, the words “award”, “review”, and
“sources” are both repeated by both users. The users may have been talking about a
competition or a conference. In the bottom image, the remote user was the only one
talking about work, since the words are heavily weighted towards the green end of the
scale.
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One participant said that she thought the “spiraling words” was an interesting image and
mentioned she would use it as a desktop background. By spiraling words, the user was referring
to the content visualization. Another user that reported they would use the content visualization as
desktop wallpaper said, “I really like the content visualization. I think the colors are pretty. If I
had a pleasant conversation with someone, I’d have that visualization as my background”.
There was one participant that mentioned the she “would use the pitch one because it was
pretty”. In regards to printing and posting images, the same user mentioned she would use the
pitch visualization again, however, she added, “It would be nice if they meant something”. This
user was referring to the fact the conversations were casual ones. Posting something that was
“pretty” would not mean as much as posting something that was “pretty” and meant something in
the sense that it also contained sentimental value in what was displayed. Since the conversations
were causal ones, the pitches and volumes stayed in relatively small ranges. There was little
variance in one’s pitch and volume throughout the conversations.
One user mentioned that the pitch visualization was “cool”, however, he then added, “I
wouldn’t know where to use it in everyday life”. This goes back to the pitch visualization not
showing enough variance. If users were able to map variance in pitch with emotions or various
topics, then this visualization would have had much more to give the users. Unfortunately, none
of the session involved topics that evoked a change in volume or pitch from the users.
When creating an album, most users were interested in creating an album out of the
content visualization. One participant mentioned this saying, “I think the content visualization lets
you see what you’ve talked about nicely”. Another participant put it in the following way, “I
think it would be interesting to see different topics that were discussed in each visualization”.
This goes back to Tufte’s small multiples [40] concept. By comparing and contrasting similar
images, one can gain insights about the various pieces and about the collection. However, no one
mentioned comparing and contrasting conversations using the other visualizations as their source
of information.
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Some users that were not interested in printing the visualizations or posting them said so
because printing and hanging up pictures was not something they normally did. For the users that
were interested in printing and posting the screenshots, one participant mentioned that he already
had printed and posted one of the screenshots. He did so because the conversation contained
someone involved in this participant’s life and the nickname for this individual appeared very
large in the content visualization. This visual prompted the user to print out the image and post it
up. This shows that images produced by VoiceSpace do have the potential to be used as artifacts.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.” – Confucius

6.1 Discussion
Our results from the qualitative and quantitative analyses show that VoiceSpace is an
innovative way to think about conversations. Our participants were all able to learn about the
conversation in real time with the visual feedback produced by VoiceSpace. Some participants
enjoyed it more than others. Those who did enjoy it did not seem afraid to explore their voice (for
example, one’s range of pitch in the pitch visualization). Interestingly, there were users who
figured out a way to make the visualizations work for themselves. That is, in the content
visualization, a couple users reported that they had purposely repeated a word to make the word
larger in the visualization. They did so for a couple reasons. First, they wanted to watch the
animation as the word grew in size and moved closer to the center of the visualization. The other
reason was because they wanted the word to look like an important part of the conversation.
These users found a way to make the visualization work for them. These users also tended to use
the inaccurate words from the speech recognition to their advantage as well by making a mapping
in one’s mind between the incorrect word and the correct one.
Though, there are users who did not find VoiceSpace as useful as others. These
participants’ main complaints involved the inaccuracy of the speech recognition. We believe
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these participants would have a greater liking for VoiceSpace if the speech recognition was better.
These users also did not explore the capabilities as much as some of the other users. From this,
we learned that visualizing conversations is not the solution for everybody. Some people may
benefit more from having logged audio files instead of these images.
In regards to the visualizations themselves, the results show that the content visualization
was by far the most liked. Not only did six of our eight participants choose the content
visualization as their favorite, the participants spent the most time viewing the content
visualization during the sessions. The sessions were at most about forty-five minutes long total,
and one user spent almost two thirds of that time viewing the content visualization. For more on
the times users spent viewing the visualizations, see Appendix B.
Users found the history visualization interesting as well. The participants found this
visualization to be fairly straightforward. Being able to see conversational dominance and speech
overlap were two of the most mentioned nuances of conversation mentioned by participants to be
interesting. The pitch visualization, however, users did not fully see the purpose of. This
visualization was meant to allow participants to explore their voices and very few made use of
that option. Participants’ pitches did not stray from their norm for the majority of the
conversations, because of that, the users did not get to experience the numerous hot spots that
may be created from variance in pitch. Without that variance in pitch or volume, the visualization
may seem to be a static image. This left the visualization the least useful, but participants still
found it aesthetically pleasing. We feel that if the conversations were more than casual ones,
users may have experienced the variant hot spots. If the users were able to see those variant hot
spots, we feel this visualization would have been better received.
Overall, we did see that the visualizations could be used for archival though. To be
expected to remember information from a casual conversation that happened one to two weeks
ago is a task on its own. Our visualizations did enable people to remember parts of those
conversations. We also found that the visualizations could be used as artifacts of conversations.
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Here the stipulation was that the conversations needed to have greater importance than the
average casual conversation. For some though, an amusing conversation was enough to want to
save it. One user posted up a print out of the visualization at his workplace.

6.2 Recommendations
We also learned a number of things to further improve VoiceSpace. First, we learned that
an inaccurate speech recognition system can be frustrating to some participants. For future
implementations of VoiceSpace, it would be useful to find a more accurate speech recognition
system. Also relating to the content, a better word filter should be considered. Currently, the most
used words in the English language are being filtered out. However, that does not cover enough
ground. Some users reported that the content visualization became a mess because there were too
many filler words. Our worry was that we were going to filter out too much, so we tried to be
more lenient than strict when it came to word filtering. We now know that more filtering is
needed for this to be useful.
Another idea is to allow users to remove words themselves from the content visualization.
Currently, nothing happens when a word in the visualization is clicked. If we created a delete or
fade function that allowed users to lessen the prominence of words they felt were unimportant
this would give users more control over the visualization. In turn, it would mean they would be
able to decide if a word was important enough to stay on the screen. Users would be able to
further personalize the visualizations.
One last idea was that we follow a scheme closer to Shneiderman’s “Overview first,
zoom and filter, details-on-demand” scheme [37]. The idea here is that if we only showed users
portions of the conversation at times, and then allowed users to pick out, if any further
information was needed, what they would have liked to see, the visualizations would have been
less “messy” as one participant put it.
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6.3 Closing
In the end, we did show that these visualizations could be used for archival and as an
artifact of conversations. While there are areas that could be improved upon, we feel that the
results of our study show that the area has great promise. Confucius understood this idea 2500
years ago when he said “I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand”. Sound
is ephemeral. Once sound dissipates one has to rely on the memory of the sound to recall what
was said. We allowed users to see their conversations with our visualizations to enable them to
remember. The interaction one has with the visualizations, actively participating in the
conversation and exploring the visualizations allows one to get further understanding. We are just
reworking Confucius’s idea for the current era.
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Appendix A

Pre-study Survey Results
A.1 Computer Mediated Communication Usage
We asked the users which forms of CMC that they used and then asked how much did
they use that form. The results are specified in Table A.1 below.

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8

Text Chats
90%
50%
75%
90%
70%
75%
90%
95%

Threads (newsgroups, forums, etc)
8%
30%
10%
5%
10%
1%
10%
1%

VoIP
2%
20%
15%
5%
20%
24%
0%
4%

Table A.1: Computer mediated communication usage results of participants. Users were
also able to specify “other” if there was something else that they used. No participants
exercised this option.

A.2 Conversation Logging
Then we went on to ask if users logged their CMC communication. 6 users reported that
they logged their text chats. 2 users reported that they did not log text chats. No users reported
that they logged audio conversations. The results from the participants who do log their text chats
are written below in Table A.2.
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Person 1
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 8

Use of text chat logs
4
2
1
3
3
1

Table A.2: Based on a 7 point Likert-scale, where 1 means “rarely” and 7 means
“everyday” these are the results of the how much the 6 users that log their text chat
actually use those logs.

Finally, we asked the participants how interested they would be in seeing their
conversation summarized in an image. The results of this question appears below in Table A.3

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8

View images
5
4
6
6
5
6
5
4

Table A.3: Based on a 7 point Likert-scale, where 1 means “extremely disinterested” and
7 means “extremely interested” these are the results of the how much the participants are
interested in seeing images of their conversations.
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Appendix B

Log Aggregation
We were logging various aspects during the user studies. One item of which was how
long each user spent on each visualization.

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8

History
773secs (12.8min)
496secs (8.3min)
787secs (13.1min)
630secs (10.5min)
1154secs (19.2min)
550secs (9.2min)
363secs (6.1min)
212secs (3.5min)

Pitch
445secs (7.4min)
673secs (11.2min)
463secs (7.7min)
309secs (5.1min)
158secs (2.6min)
208secs (3.5min)
748secs (12.5min)
885secs (14.7min)

Content
1338secs (22.3min)
1585secs (26.4min)
825secs (13.6min)
1276secs (21.3min)
753secs (12.5min)
1742secs (29.0min)
1122secs (18.7min)
646secs (10.8min)

Table B.1: This table shows how long each user spent on each of the visualizations. This
data totals all three of the sessions. Notice that for most users, the content visualization
was on the majority of the time.

These results reinforce the interest in the content visualization. Even with some issues
with the speech recognition and the visualization becoming cluttered after the conversation had
reached a certain length, users found this visualization the most attention grabbing.

Number of switches
80
96
57
89
28
56
70
31
Table B.2: This table shows the number of times each user switched visualizations
spanning all three of the sessions.

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8
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With the added data about the number of times the participants switched visualizations,
as represented in Table B.2 we can gather that no matter what was happening in the other
visualizations, the users always went back to the content visualization. Users gave the other
visualizations chances, numerous chances in fact, but they always ended going back to the
content visualization.
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Appendix C

Post-study Survey Results
At the end of the study we asked the users to provide feedback on what they felt from
using the system. All the questions are based on a 7 point Likert scale where 1 represents the
extreme negative and 7 represents the extreme positive. In Table B.1 the results of the following
questions can be viewed: “How distracting/helpful were the visualizations?”, “Were the
visualizations uninformative/informative?”, “Were the visualizations uninteresting/interesting?”,
and “Do you feel that the visualizations discouraged/encouraged interaction?”

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8

Helpful
4
4
5
6
4
3
5
5

Informative
5
5
5
5
3
5
6
5

Interesting
6
5
6
5
5
6
7
6

Encouraged interaction
5
5
7
7
4
5
6
6

Table C.1: These are the results from the first set of Likert scale questions in the survey.
The scale went from 1 to 7. 1 represented the extreme negative and 7 represented the
extreme positive.

The next set of questions we asked were: “Do you feel the visualizations altered your
participation in the conversation?”, “Do you feel the visualizations altered the participation of
your conversation partner?”, “Do you feel you were well represented in the visualization?”, and
“What was your overall level of satisfaction with VoiceSpace?” Again, a 7 point Likert scale was
used. The results can be seen in Table B.2.
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Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8

Altered
you
5
2
5
6
5
6
5
3

Altered
partner
4
2
4
6
4
5
5
2.5

You were well
represented
5
4
3
3
3
6
6
5

Overall level of
satisfaction
5
5
5
6
2
6
6
5

Table C.2: These are the results from the next set of Likert scale questions in the survey.
The scale went from 1 to 7. 1 represented the extreme negative and 7 represented the
extreme positive.

The last set of basic questions that we had were about which visualization the users found
to be their favorite and least favorite. The results are shown in Table B.3. There is no Likert scale
in this question. Users were simply asked to pick a favorite and least favorite of the three
visualizations.

Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8

Favorite
Content
Content
History
Content
Pitch
Content
Content
Content

Least favorite
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Pitch
Content
History
History
History

Table C.3: These are the results from the set of questions where we asked users to rank
the visualizations based on personal preference.

There was one more set of questions that we defined as part of overall usage. We asked
the participants to describe how accurately or inaccurately users felt the visualizations portrayed
their speech. The results from these questions can be seen in Table B.4. For this set of questions
we move back to a 7 point Likert scale. On this scale 1 represented extremely inaccurate and 7
represented extremely accurate.
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Person 1
Person 2
Person 3
Person 4
Person 5
Person 6
Person 7
Person 8

History
6
5
5
6
6
5
6
2.5

Pitch
5
5
4
4
4
6
5
5

Content
5
5
4
4
2
2
6
5

Table C.4: These are the results from the set of questions that attempted to discover how
inaccurately or accurately users felt the visualizations represented the interaction of the
conversation. This used a 7 point Likert scale. 1 represented extremely inaccurate and 7
represented extremely accurate.
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